PROJECT:

GLOWREY CATHOLIC
PRIMARY SCHOOL – FLEXIBLE
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
Glowrey Catholic Primary School was the first
Catholic School to open in the growing suburb of
Wollert in North Melbourne, in 2019. Representing
stage 2 of the development, this project required
the delivery of a new single storey, glazed
brick veneer school building encompassing a
contemporary learning environment.
Baldasso Cortese Architects (in conjunction with Fimma
Constructions) were engaged to design and implement
Stage 2 works, including 9 classrooms incorporated as part
of a new learning community building, project space and an
array of breakout spaces as the core element and ‘heart’
of the new design. The new building had a heavy focus on
providing flexible learning environments that both students
and teachers could easily adapt and use for various group or
individual activities. A new playground area was also created
to surround the learning community building making it a
fresh focal point of the school campus.
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THE SPACE
The Stage 2 Building redevelopment was designed in
contrast of the existing stage 1 building with flexible
spaces and light being key features, especially within
the breakout spaces. The central breakout space is
a unique colourful bright red ‘cave’ which creates a
transition between the larger open breakout spaces
and surrounding classrooms. This was the heart of
the interior, creating a unique experience for focused
small group work, contrasting the clean bright lines of
the main space and classrooms.
The classroom design around this focal area was
required to be adaptable, allow visual connectivity
between spaces, and have good acoustics for optimal
learning.

THE SOLUTION
Lotus acoustic glazed sliders were incorporated
into the learning areas and classrooms, promoting
learning by osmosis with their glass panels, whilst
remaining visually connected even when the doors
are closed. This allows light between spaces, and
visual and figurative transparency when it comes
to varying teaching and learning practices, while
minimising noise transfer.
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In total 14 face fixed cavity Acoustic Glazed Sliders
were used in various configurations, one being a
3-way Slider intersection within the main classroom
learning area, to provide inter-class teaching or
larger group projects when required, an increasing
requirement in school redevelopments.

Lotus’s exclusive SABS MOTION™ patent
pending braking technology was also
specified slowing the sliding door as it
approaches closure, preventing jammed
fingers and ensuring rigorous DDA
compliance standards are met.

The modern school design supports flexible learning
environments for students whilst providing child
friendly, safe sliding doors children can easily
operate to create spaces where students and
teachers can adopt modern teaching pedagogies and
thrive in the new design.
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